*Children remembered* is an interdisciplinary study of parents' emotional responses to their children\'s untimely deaths across five centuries in England, France, and America, from approximately 1520 to the 1990s. The book contributes most directly to the historiographical debates about the impact of demography on the quality of relationships between parents and children. These debates were generated by the French scholar Philippe Ariès in 1960 with the publication of his book *L\'enfant et la vie familiale sous l\'ancien régime*. Ariès believed that emotional indifference on the part of parents was the "direct and inevitable consequence of the demography of the period" (cited by Robert Woods, p. 8): adults knew that infant and child mortality rates were high, and therefore avoided becoming too attached to their children. Robert Woods regards *Children remembered* as an "experiment" (p. 209) to test this thesis, correlating the demographic facts of child and infant death rates with evidence from twenty paintings of children and ninety-six poems written by adults upon the deaths of their offspring. This approach is influenced heavily by the theoretical "three-levels model" proposed by the French historian Michel Vovelle, which links death rates with societal attitudes and emotions. The book is structured around this tripartite framework, with the first section charting the changing death rates over time, the second part then examining the representation of children in paintings, and finally, the third part analysing the language of grief in poetry. Woods argues that to some extent Ariès was wrong, since "Children were mourned ... in all five centuries" (p. 210) despite the shifts in mortality rates, as indicated by the unrelenting expressions of grief conveyed through the literary sources. He also criticizes Ariès for assuming that the high death rates in France were "normal", when in fact, they were "an anomaly", since Britain, northern Europe, and New England experienced lower rates of mortality (p. 212). However, the author does not entirely rule out the possibility that there is a link between demography and grief, stating that "If at least 1 in 2 infants died, deep emotional attachment could not be expected ... Rare events encourage more deeply felt emotional responses" (pp. 212--13).

Perhaps the greatest merit of *Children remembered* is its innovative juxtaposition and analysis of such diverse sources: rarely have historians used the quantitative evidence of death rates alongside the qualitative evidence of paintings and literature. Woods raises some thoughtful questions about the uses and pitfalls of these sources, stating that whilst poetry is a useful medium for conveying emotions, it cannot be assumed that the thoughts and feelings of the authors can "be simply and directly derived" from the texts by the historian (p. 103). Furthermore, the book is a treasure trove of information: Woods has included transcripts of all ninety-six poems, colour copies of eighteen of the paintings, and useful facts about the authors/artists, subjects, and purposes. Hopefully this will encourage scholars to make greater use of these kinds of sources, since traditionally diaries and correspondence alone have been used by historians of parent--child relationships. Likewise, the book is rich in secondary detail, containing meticulous accounts of the various works of historians, literary theorists, and sociologists. Occasionally, this information is a little overwhelming, since it can obscure the flow of the book\'s central argument. A more significant concern relates to Wood\'s methodology: readers may feel that it would have been better if the artistic sources had been analysed in a more thematic, qualitative manner, since they do not always lend themselves to statistical analysis. In particular, the charting of the number of times the word "grief" (and other similar terms) appeared in the poetry against the changing death rates (p. 215) is problematic, for this emotion can be conveyed in more subtle ways than through the use of the word itself. Moreover, this method does not adequately distinguish between the expression and the feeling of grief: Woods implies that the absence or presence of the language of grief is evidence of the absence or presence of the actual feelings themselves, when in fact, there were probably many factors influencing authors' choices of vocabulary and expression, such as moral and religious disapproval of excessive grief. Nevertheless, *Children remembered* is a valuable contribution to the historiography of childhood, death, grief, and emotions, and will surely be appreciated for its ambitious aims and interesting observations.
